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Explanatory Notes for 001-OxC 2022 vintage 

issuance:  
 

 

As technology is expected to improve over time (both in terms of data availability and analytical tools), 

OxCarbon requires estimation of carbon changes to be on a like-for-like basis between crediting 

periods. 

 

For example, the launch of Sentinel made 10m resolution data widely available which was a significant 

improvement on the 30m resolution from Landsat.  However, comparing a carbon stock estimate 

derived using Sentinel data with one from the previous year derived from Landsat data would not be 

appropriate as any observed difference in carbon stock could be a result of the input data rather than 

the reality on the ground. To estimate the change in carbon stock over a crediting period, the same 

data sources and same methods must be used. 

 

OxCarbon expects approaches to improve over time although it is not always possible (such as when 

new data sources become available) to re-state historical estimates.  As part of the OxCarbon 

Principles, validators are expected to utilise improvements in technology as soon as it is economic to 

do so.  To ensure that adoption of improved approaches can be facilitated effectively whilst maximising 

transparency, estimates will be presented in a ‘point-in-time’ format so that restatements of prior 

estimates can be easily understood. 

 

As set out in the KACSAT State Change Report, an improved machine-learning model was developed 

since the original baseline estimates were published.  These resulted in a downgrade to the baseline 

carbon stock of 1.43% on average. 

 

The issuance for the 2022 vintage will therefore be based on observed changes in the carbon stock 

from the updated baseline, not the original estimate.  This is to prevent any issuance being a result of 

methodology as opposed to state change. 

 

In addition, problems of haze over part of the project area (Salahaji) during the late-2022 image capture 

window means that a carbon stock estimate for the end of the 2022 vintage crediting window cannot be 

relied upon.  As a result, no issuance will be made for this part of the project area in the 2022 vintage.  

At the end of the next crediting window (presuming clean data can be obtained), this area will be 

assessed against the baseline for both crediting periods and issuance made at that time. 
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Baseline carbon stock (ex-Salahaji) at start of 2022 crediting period = 2,766,194 tCO2e 

 

Baseline carbon stock (ex-Salahaji) at end of 2022 crediting period: = 2,567,581 tCO2e 

 

Ex-post carbon stock (ex-Salahaji) at end of 2022 crediting period: = 2,775,010 tCO2e 

 

Assumed Leakage (ex-post) = 0 

 

Additionally estimate = 207,429 tCO2e 

 

Risk buffer allocation = 114,086 tCO2e 

 

2022 vintage issuance = 93,343 tCO2e 

 

 

 


